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THt SIMDLE ANALYTICS OF PRICE SUPPORTS
IN THE CONTEXT OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Peter Berck and Andrew Schmitz

Price supports have been commonplace in agricultural policy for the last five

decades. Their effects have also been analyzed in several studies. For

example~ Wallace, using a welfare economics framework~ concluded that the

price-support programs proposed by Cochrane and Brannan lead to welfare

losses. However, when analyzing the effect of government programs, it is in-

sufficient to include only price supports. Government policy includes many

instruments such as price supports, acreage controls, and government-held

stocks which interact with each other. In this re~ard, much of the economic

analysis of commodity reserve policy (Just et al.) is deficient since reserves

are considered without including policy variables such as price supoorts.

Also, the analyses of the effects of price instability and the use of policy

instruments to deal with it (for example, the early work by Massel') have a

major shortcoming in that they deal with price instability rath~r than with

orice uncertainty. lastly, the work, for example, by Schuh on the effects of

exchange rates on U. S. agriculture draws out the effects of exchange-rate

policy on the need for government policies such as price supports (e.g., an

overvalued exch~rg~ rate reduces farm income since prices are depressed;

hence, the neerl fnr price supports). It does not consider how the growth in

the export co~p0n~nt of U. S. aqriculture can affect the ch0ice and effective-

ness of do~estic 0 11icy instruments ain,~d at supporting farn income.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the effects of pricp supports in

the context of ~Il environment whic~ contains these in addition to such
\
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instruments as farmer-held reserves. Uncertainty is incorporated explicitly

as ;s the international trade sector. Propositions are derived concerning the

choice of policies to support farm income at a given level. We demonstrate

how these policies change as international trade becomes a growinq percentaqe

of total domestic production.

A Historical Perspective

In order to motivate the discussion in the following sections which extend the

theoretical development to this point, data are presented in Tables 1 and 2 to

reflect the changing nature of U~ S. agriculture and agricultural policies.

Table 1 gives acreage diversion figures for 1948 throuqh 1979 and corn and

wheat stocks for the sam€ period. Prior to 1956, there was no acreage diver

sion program. However, by the end of 1955~ corn and wheat stocks combined

totaled over 2 billion bushels. The period Of the 19605 witnesserl, also~ a

large build-up of grain stocks even though acreage was diverted out of agri

cultural production. For example, in 196?, wheat and corn stocks approached

3 billion bushels in spite of the fact that a record 64.7 million acres had

been diverted out of aqricultural use. The period of the 19705 saw a drastic

change. Stocks were reduced, and the land initially diverted out of agricul

tural use was brought back into production. In addition, the government got

out: of the storing business. Prior to the 1970s, the Commodity Credit Cor-

paralion owned and provid~d storage for the largest portion of corn and wheat

stocKS on hand.

Table 2 gives d~ta O~ price supports for w~eat and corn for ~ql~ through

11/9. Also, mark~t pric0s are given in both real and nominal tenns along with

export subsidy paym~nts and total government payments. The data clearly show

how the 19705 were markpdly different fro~ t~e 1960s, for example. Government

"



TA.BLE 1

Total Acreage Diversion and Corn and Wheat Stocks
United States. 1948-1979

-'--- Stocks
Corn b Wheai c

Commo.::] 1 ty COrm10d1ty
Total CrE'dit Credit

ac"eaae C01"'po~ation Corporat ion Under
Vei1 r diver-siana owned Private Total owned loan Private Tota 1i ..- >-.--

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
--mlll1on

acres rni 11 ion bushe 15

1(}'l" d 0 123 123 0 .8 195.1 195.9
H·P 67 745 813 227.3 16.3 63.8 307.3

195() 335 509 844 327.7 33.5 63.5 424.7
1951 403 337 740 196.4 11.2 lQZ.3 399.9
1qr;? 291 196 487 143.3 11.6 101.1 25f1.6
1953 231) 533 769 470.0 22.5 113.0 60S.';
1qs::. 353 567 920 774.6 75.3 83.6 911.5
lq:;, 681 354 1,035 975.9 14.1 46.2 1/136.2
19':'; 13 .S 81~ 347 1,165 950.7 28.CJ 53.9 1.a33.S
lSi'S7 27 ~ 932 487 L419 823.0 12.8 72 .1 9OS.S
tqSQ 27 .1 1,101 368 1.469 834.Q 18.2 28.3 881.4
lQS9 22.5 1.153 371 1.524 1.146.6 96.1 52.4 1,295.1

1960 28.7 1.286 501 1.787 1,J95.4 <12.0 26.0 1,313 . .1

1951 53.7 ly327 689 2,016 1,242.5 125.4 43.4 1.411.3
1'" ~" 64.7 888 765 1,653 1,096.6 95.0 130.4 1,322.0:...rr-

l
./

i ~'~ J 56.1 810 555 1.365 1,032.5 96.6 16.1 1.195.2
19:; : 55.5 814 723 1.537 828.9 62.6 9.9 901.4
l'~S:'; 57.4 5?? 625 1,147 607.7 74.7 134.9 817.3
14~.~~ 63.3 93 749 8'12 ?62.1 78.3 1911.8 535.2
1Q?~I '7 40.S 13,:; 690 8?6 123.6 77.7 223.7 4?5.n
lq;; 49.3 179 990 1,16Q 102.3 220.9 216.2' 539.4
FI tJ '1 58.0 2ClC 828 1,118 162.7 453.0 202.9 818.~

1Q7'1 57.1 197 808 1,005 301.2 436.3 147.4 B8~.9

lq71 37.? 97 570 667 369.9 199.7 161.9 731.S
PJ? 52.1 1SS 971 1,127 3~7.4 347.0 148.7 863.1
1973 19.6 4 704 708 144.1 67.4 226.9 438.4
197t. 2.7 0 434 484 18.9 .2 228.3 247.4
197=, 2.4 0 361 361 1.3 1.0 324.3 326.6
107;') 2.1 0 399 399 0 66 .2 6FiS.3·
1C;77 0 0 884 884 0 1 )11 . ? 1 5 112.2
19h:' 0 10 1.094 1.104 45.7 1,13 .0 1 1 176.7
1')7') 0 96 1.190 1.286 50.2 87 • ~l 92:4 ,I

- ' __"N

3r0~~i ~ropland withheld undp~ sDe.cified programs.

bin:,;,,:,,:".> total qovernment 1C),1n-:, (oriainal and reseal).

d~l~n~; i~dicate zero.

Cf;:. 1: u. S. Oepart~e0t 0£ Aqriculture, Aqricultural St~tistics, 1972. Table 75~. p. ~37; and
i bid.. 1976. 1 ab h· 709, p. SiR.

(>1<.,. Z-4: Ibid •• 1972, Tath' :17, 0.43; and ibid q 1980, Tdble 41, p. 31.

(0:$. 5-8: Ibid •• ~1972. L:lt)12 11, p. 12; ibid., Table 4, p. 4; and U. S. Economic<;. ~~tatistics. and
COODPl"at1ve Service. wl)eat Situatl"Of1, May lCj79·- M ay. 1980, Table I. p. 2.
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TABLE 2

U. S. Farm Export Subsidies, Government Payments. and Market and Support Prices
for Corn and Wheat, 1948-1979

Export Government Market Drice Support oricea

Year subsidies D.avments Corn Wh~at Corn I Wheat
1 2 3 4 5 6

million dollars dollars per bushel

1948 0 257 1.28 1.98 1.44 2.00
1949 0 185 1.24 1.88 1.40 1.95

1950 0 283 1.52 2.00 1.47 1.99
1951 0 286 1.66 2.11 1.57 2.18
1952 0 275 1.52 2.09 1.60 2.20
1953 0 213 1.4B 2.04 1.60 2.21
1954 0 257 1.43 2.12 1.62 2.24
1955 0 229 1.35 1.98 1.58 2.08
1956 0 554 1.29 1.97 1.50 2.00
1957 0 1,016 loll 1.93 1.40 2.00
1958 1,252.0 1,089 1.12 1.75 1.36 1.82
1959 1,260.0 682 1.05 1. 76 1.12 1.81

1960 1,304.0 702 l.00 1. 74 1.06 1.78
1961 2,204.9 1,493 1.10 1.83 1.20 1.79
1962 2,237.5 1,747 1.12 2.04 1.20 2.00
1963 2,107.6 1,696 1.11 1.85 1.25 2.00
1964 2,339.7 2,181 1.17 1. 37 1.25 2.00
1965 2,17909 2.463 1.16 1. 35 1.25 2.00
1966 1,965.3 3.277 1.24 1.63 1.30 2.57
1961 1.560.2 3,079 1.03 1. 39 1.35 2.61
1968 1.404.6 3.462 LOS 1.24 1. 35 2.63
1969 1,106.9 3,794 1.16 1.25 1.35 2.77

19JO 1.230.9 3,717 1.33 1. 33 1.35 2.82
1971 1,335.0 3.11.5 1.08 1.34 1.35 2.93
1912 1,361.3 3.961 1.57 1. 76 1.41 3.02
1973 1.448.1 2,607 2.55 3.95 1.64 3.39
1914 1.001. 6 531 3.03 4.09 1.38 2.05
1975 1.224.0 807 2.54 3.56 1.38 2.05
1976 1.123.0 734 2.15 2.73 1.57 2.. 29
1977 1,521.0 1,819 2.02 2.33 2.00 2.90
1973 1,542.0 3,030 2.25 2.98 2.10 3.40
1979 b 1,375 2.52 3.82 2.20 3.40

~epresents the average loan rate plus any direct price-support pa~nent.
dO!!lestic narketing certificate received by participants In the p'('og>:am.
represent target prices.

bNo data avaHable.

Sources:

For wheat, it is the value of the
Also. since 1974, the figures

CoL 1;

Col. 2:

u. S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural s~_"t_;:i_~_tic:.~. 1959, Table 822. p. 597; 1960,
Table 817. p. 598; 19SI. Table 815, p. 589; 1962, Idble 818, p. 695; 1964. Tabl~ 823,
p. 597; 1967 Table 830. p. 712, and Table 831, p. i'-2; 1970. Table 816, p. 523.; 1972,
Table 822. p. 703, 0. ,hI Tab-Ie 823. p. 703; 1974) 'f:,!J 1':0 790, p. 574; 1976. Tabl-: 776.
p. 572, and Table 777, p. 572; and 1979. Table IdO, p. 563.

Lbid •• 1972. Table 682, p. 562; and ibid., 1980, r tb1e 652, p. 460.

Cols. 5 and 6: Idem, AB..ric.ultural ~;_,!·_,~t:~;;tics, 1957. Table' 673, p. 563; ibid., 1967. Table 6H'). p. 560;
and ibi~.• 1980. Ta012 651. p. 458.
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payments were reduced, export subsidies were eliminated, and market prices

rose substantially above orice-support levels.

In the following sections, we attempt to model some of the key features of

agricultural policy which existed in the 19505) 19605, and 1970s. For

example, the data in Table 1 clearly reflect the farmer-held reserve plan put

into effect in the Agricultural Act of 1977. However, even thouqh the type of

policies changed throughout this time period, price supports) as the tables

suggest, existed throuqhout the entire period.

Traditional evaluations of agricultural stabilization programs do not

clearly distinguish between decisions taken before and after the state of

nature--the weather--is known. The early work of Oi notes that expected

profits as a function of random prices are always at least as great as profits

at expected prices. (Proof: Jensen's inequality and the convexity of the

profit function.) Oils conclusion that stabilization never benefits farmers

ignores the sources of agricultural uncertainty and leads to t~e prediction

that farmers have their larqest crops ~v~en prices are high. By building a

simple equilibrium model, Massell (and Samuelson) was able to reverse Oils

finding against stabilization proqrams. Massel1 argues that there is a supply

curve appropriate to each state of nature and equilibrium prices and that

auantities are determined by the intersection of these ex post supply curves

and a linear der1:3l1d schedule~ With only t\,!O states of nature, sirnple geometry

suffices to show that 10vernment stabiliZAtion of price throu :, torage in-

creases "producer St/j'! us. U The ana lys -j~) l'; f1 awed by the i nidd 1i ty of an ex

pos.!:. supply curve to yi,::ld information on ttue rents or surplusos (Currie,

~urphy) and SChmitL). The planting decisio1--and most of the CG~ts--comes

before the state of rature is known, an~ this is what distorts lhe meaning of

an ex post supp 1y C1Y've.
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. By explicitly considering the farmer's planting decisions, it ;s not

difficult to derive the true or planning supply curve. Let output, Q, be a

function, y~ of acreage planted, A, time5 an ex ante uncertain term, £, repre-

senting weather: Q = y(A) (€ + 1), where E £ = 0 and £ > -I. Expected

profit, E n, as a function of random prices, p, and opportunity cost of land

r(A) is found by solving

max E p(c + 1) y(A) - r(A)
A

for the maximizer, A*. The expression E(p + EP) is a certainty equivalent or

planning price, pp, and it is also expected revenue divided by expected

Quantity. One can then write the supply problem as the certainty equivalent

problem,

max pp y(A) - C(A) ..
A

The usual marginal conditions yield the true supply curve, S(pp). The remain-

ing tas~ is to find the planning price curve and solve for equilibrium prices

and quantities. In the linear demand two states-af-nature case so often

examined in the literature~ the planning price curve is simple to derive .. Let

p(Q) = a - bQ be the demand curve and £ take on the values £* and -E* with

equal probJbility. Straiqhtforward calculation gives

pp(Q)
?

E(p + Pi::) :: a - b(1 + S ~lr --) ').

Thus, the planning price curve is always below the 1 ~near demand curve. (Jl~~t

et al. q ive conditions on demar;r; curves for proc!uc2-r S to prefer stabi 1izat ion;

these conditions are also sufficient for planninq price to be below demarJ.)
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Figure 1 shows a typical equilibrium, where S(pp) intersects pp(Q) at Q*.

Actual prices are Ph and PL with eaual probability. Now, we will use this

model to analyze the U. S. agricultural policy in the post-World War II period.

In the 19505 and 19605, the price of grain was the government loan rate

which was set so high that large stocks accumulated even with export subsi

dies, acreage limitations, and PL-480 food aid. Many causes are cited for the

large stocks including technical change, yield price response, and reduced

uncertainty. Analysis of the planning supply curve and planning price curve

adds another reason to the list: stabilizing prices with a nonrecourse loan

program increases planning price, and the producers simply responded to that

higher price.

The analysis of the loan program requires deriving an appropriate planning

price curve. let Pl be the loan rate. If so little acreage is planted that

the market price ;s always higher than the loan rate, then the planning price

curve with loan rate) PPL(Q), is the same as it was without the loan rate.

In symbols,-when Q ~ (a - PL)/b(l + €*), pp(O) ~ pp(Q). As soon as the loan

rate becomes effective~ prices stabilize at PL because there is (on average)

always at least enough released storage to drive prices down to the loan price

in poor crop years and the government supports the price through purchases (at

PL) in good crop years. Figure 2 depicts the equilibrium, OLe The govern

r~nt alternately buys a1d sells QL£*' and th2 price remains stable at PL-

Figure 2 also C00tJins the comparison b~~~een the no-policy equilibrium,

and the loan proqra~ equilibrium, QL- In intersection of th~ supply

~ po curve--shown as a dashed line--is a~ 3 lower quantity than ~he

~~dbilized supported ~a0i !ibrium, QL. ~ctu~l Iy, the diagram has bcpn
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constructed to show a stronger point: the supply, PPL, and demand curve

have a common intersection so expected storage is zero. Contrary to the

results of Massell, the diagram shows that~ even with linear demand curves,

the government cannot stabilize consumption at QE and price at P = a - bOE
by buying and selling QE€*. The benefits of stablization enqender their own

supply response, and equilibrium supply is QL > QE~ Alternatively, the

government could stabilize price at PP(QE)' its average. Such price stabi

lization would require average imports of QE - [a = PP(QE)]/b, again show

ing that stabilization of price and Quantity both at their previous means is

impossible.

To sum up, a loan program implies stabilization, stablization implies in

creased planning price, and increased planning price implies a supply response.

Since the government placed support prices above equilibrium as well as

getting a stabilized supply response, it had to purchase and hold large

stocks. To avoid the costly side effects of the loan program, the government

resorted to acreage controls (in 1956), PL-480 giveaways (in 1958) and export

suhsidies (in 1958). Acreage controls simply shift the supply curve upwards,

and giveaways just avoid the storage (but not the purchase) costs. ~xport

subsidies, however, have real potential for treasury savings. If the demand

by foreigners is elastic and grain has already been stored until it is re

d'Jndant (has zero stock price), then export subsidies can save treasury costs,

a point we will elaborate on later.

Almost immediately ~ft~r World War Two, S~cretary Brannan propoS0d

Slirp'Jrting perishable COI'1iDodities with deficiency payments rather than non-

rec~urse loans. Branndnls plan would have ~rd~d the government's p~actice
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of buying and destroying potatoes and the specter of the destruction of yet

other crops. Although other parts of Brannan's proposal and the general

political situation doomed Brannan's plan (see Benedict, p. 484), the defici

ency payment idea was widely analyzed and finally implemented in the post-

Russian-wheat-deal era. Deficiency payments alone did not constitute all of

farm price policy. A IIfarmer held reserve" and even a traditional loan poli

were used in conjunction with deficiency payments. These policies and the

changing world situation lead to a much larger price uncertainty.l This

section describes these policies and their interactions.

A pure deficiency payment plan consists of setting a target price, PT'

and paying farmers the difference between the market price and the target

price whenever the market price is less than the target price. This payment

from the treasury ;s called a deficiency payment. The average revenue curve

PPT(Q), corresponding to this policy, has three segments. For) when Q is

Quite low, Q~ QL' where

a - Pr
5(1 + €*}

[Where PPr(Q) equals pp(Q)], and the program is never effective. For

higher Q, the target prices are effective only some of the time. Letting

a - PT
QH =: bTt~~?T

one finds that for QL < Q~ QH,

PPr{Q) = -}- (1 - €*) [a - bQ(l - €*)] + -}- PT (l + £*)
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which on substituting for Pr gives

2PPT = pp(Q) + 1/2(Q - QL) b(l + g*) ~

This regime, where delivery payments are made only in some years, is not

covered by Wallace's early analysis. Finally, for Q > QHs the target prices

are always effective and PPT(Q) = PT which is precisely the case treated

by Wallace. Figure 3 illustrates a pure deficiency payment plan.

Included in the figure as a dashed line is the portion of PPL not coin

cident with PPT- Since PDT is nowhere below PPL' producers prefer a

target price plan to a loan plan. And, for the same reason, output expands

more under a target price plan than under a loan plan.

As Brannan's original Ct'itics pointed out, the costs of deficiency pay

ments can far exceed those of loan payments. Assuming that average excess

storage is worthless, the costs of a loan plan~ cL' are PL (b - a) while

the costs of deficiency payments are QT(PT - c l
) where c' is the planning

price for QT- As the diagram is drawn the latter are larger, but the con

clusion could easily be reversed if the diagram were differently drawn_ In

particular') commodities such as wheat which are thought of as being in eQuili

brium on the inelastic portion of the linear demand curve require deficiency

payments on large output quantities. They are poor candidates for a defici

ency payment plan~ Butter~ on the other hand, would have a higher elasticity,

require subsidization of a smaller quantity, and the storage would cost re13-

tively wore to purchase. Figur~ 4 illustrates such a case. Deficiency pay-

ments are PreDE which is obviou;ly less than loan pay~ents FABG~ Thus, a

deficiency payment plan could involve a lower treasur~y cost than a loan plan.

In addition to price-support mechanisms, !he government may subsidize ex

Dort~. With a loan plan in place, an export subsidy decreases treasury costs
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if and only if it increases revenues from exports. With a deficiency payment

plan in places an export subsidy may decrease treasury costs even if it de-

creases payments by foreigners.

Consider the simple case where deficiency payments are made every year.

Let F{P) = f - gP be foreign and D{P) = a - bP be domestic demand. With an

export subsidy of t, the market-clearing domestic price is the solution of

F(P - t) + O(P) ~ Q(l + c)

for the random variable P. In particular,

p = a + f - 0(1 + c) + gt
9 + b

Average treasury costs, (T' are average farm revenue, QTPT' less expected

domestic and foreign consumer outlays:

CT = QrPT - E[(p - t) F(p - t) + P D{p)J.

The incidence of an export subsidy is

F + (P - t) ~ + D{P) + P ~ dPerr .

Since dP/dt and dF/dP are nonstochastic and F and D are linear, a certainty

eauivalent of der/dt is just the expression in brackets evaluated at £ ~ o.

Figure 5 shows a tarqet pric~ plan and loan plan in a certainty setting. As

drawn, the export subsidy reduces the quantity in the domestic market by

QM- Q* which gives a large revenue gain since the elasticity of domestic

demand is quite low. The revenue change from th2 foreign market is nil since

the demand elasticity is near unity.
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The change in treasury costs is (PM - P*)Qr - t(Qr - Q*) and, in

this case, it is negative. By way of comparison, the change in the cost of a

loan program, PT(Qr - QL) is zero, since at the support price there ;s

no foreign demand.

An exogenous growth in demand, such as that of the early 19705, reduces

the treasury costs of a target price plan even more effectively than do export

subsidies. Reinterpreting Figure 5, if the foreign demand curve has expanded

by gt, then p* is the new comparison price, and the expected savings are

(p* - PM) Qr. More generally, an increase in demand decreases treasury

costs in any of the models in this paper.

Where treasury costs were the overriding consideration in choosing an ex-

port subsidy policy in the 1950s, food security issues have helped shape the

policy of the late 1970s. The farmer-held reserve was seen as a method of

stabilizing prices both for American consumers and for foreign customers. In

fact, the size of the reserve was to be limited unless the United States were

to form a commitment to an international grain rese.rve agreement. This aspect

of trade policy was not, as the following section will make clear, in farmers'

interests.

With a target-price plan and possibly export subs"idies already ;n effect,

producers are not likely to favor further price stahilization~ The

farmer-held reserve and the setting of a loan price are examples of furthpr

stabiliz~tion policy which w? will examine.

Befor~ proceeding to a ri~0rQ~S analysis of a reS0rve policy, the follo~-

ing tr d~ta are important. Table 3 illustrates th~ growth in U. S. aqri-

cultur~l trade. Between 19G5-SG and 1978-79, grain e~ports in terms of

quantity ~/oanded by roughly l~ D~rcent while cotton increased by more th 10

\
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Table 3.. Proportion of Yearly Production of Major U.. S. Agricultural Products

Exported (Percent of Total Quantity), Selected Years

1965-66 1970-71 1974-75 1978-79

••••• '" 4 It- •••• 6 ..... ~ .percent. of. .... a· .... 41: .... (J. C ••• C> ... c:: ....

Grainsa

Soybeans

Cotton

26.1

28.9

31.1

20.1

36 .. 9

33 .. 7

33.4

35.3

34.9

36.5

38.1

53.9b

alncludes wheat, rice, corn, rye, oats, sorghum~ and barley.

b1978 only.

Source: Sarris, Alexander H. and Andrew Schmitz, "Toward a U. S. Agricultural

Export Policy for the 1980s," Amer. J. Agric. Econ., forthcoming.
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20 percent. It is apparent that the total demand curve for U. S. agricultural

products has been growing (i.e., the combined demand by U. S. consumers and

importers has been shifting to the right). Also, partly due to the growth in

export demand, the total demand curve facing U. S. producers has become more

price elastic (see Burt, Kao, and Dudley). As will become apparent, these

phenomena have important implications for a combined target price-farmer held

reserve policy.

The farmer-held reserve program is a subsidy to the holding of stocks,

part of which is withdrawn when the price rises to 170 percent of the loan

rate or if the farmer elects to sell before the price reaches 140 percent of

the loan rate~ (Figures are for the 1979 crop year). We will model it simply

as a subsidy, t, to be subtracted from the storage costs, c, of holding grain.

Equilibrium reponse to policy depends on two sets of agents, starers and

producers. Producers will behave~ as before, maximizing profits without pre

dictive ahility. Since producers own land, a factor in fixed supply~ they

earn rents. Starers t however, are modeled as being in a constant-cost in

dustry without barriers to entry; thus) they earn no profit. For algebraic

simplicity, we assume they have p~rfect information about the next crop before

they commit to storage and, further, that bad crops follow good in alternating

fashion e This assumption is heroic, but the general corc1usions do not change

if the world is assumed to have tvio periods and the storprs l rational

expectations.

c~rirlg of the good anc! p:)or crops-calledWithout uncertainty in the

instability if! the literature-

season to th0 next are:

profits from the star

\,

of crops from ons
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~(Zl~ Q) = z[a - bQ(l - e*) - bz] - z[a - bQ(l + £*) + bz] - z(c - t)

where z is the units stored. Since profits are zero in pure competition t the

optimal storage, given output Q, will be

Z(Q) c - t
::: Qe* - 2b

or zero~ whichever is greater. Storage is clearly increasing in the govern-

ment. subs i dy.

With no policy in effect except storage subsidies, producers clear1y gain

from the subsidization since

is their average revenue and is increasing in the government storage subsidy.

With a target price also in place~ this is no longer the case.

For convenience, a~sume that storage is not zero over the relevant range

of outputs. The planning price curve is as usual composed of three line seg-

ments e The first segment of PPST is relevant when the deficiency payments

are made in neither state of nature: Q < QL ~ [a - PT - 1/2(c - t)]/b and

PPST = PPS. The second segment is appropriate for higher Q: Ql < Q~

QH ~ [a - PT + 1/2{c - t)]/b and PPST = PPS + 1/2 (0 - QL) b(l + *)2.

The third segment~ for Q > QH is just PT· Obviously, PPST and PPS are the

same when the subsidy, t, is zero. Direct comput~tion shows that the planning

price curve is nonincreasing in t:
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which, on carrying out the algebra, gives

dPP ST 1__ (1 + ~*)2
dt = 4 ~

for Q between QH and QL. Outside this range of Q,

dPPST
dt 0 for Q > QH

and

Thus, in the leading case--that of target price above market price only some

of the time--producers oppose storage subsidies~

Price Supports and Farmer-Held Reserves

To consider the analysis further, the case is presented in Figure 6 where

prices fluctuate in the inelastic portion of the demand curve. The stable

price is ~, while prices are P2 and PI without storage. Suppose a price

'support of l is introduced so producers receive price Ps for Ql. At Ps '

producers prefer price instability to stability (i.e., P with storage). Now

introduce a government storage subsidy for producers of the cross-hatched

area,2 i.e., T(Ql 0). This storage will b~ released by produ~~rs ins
I

period 2 and will c~use prices to be P2 instead of P2 in that p~riod.

~ledrly, in period 2) total revenue will decrease due to the rp12ase of

stocks. In additio 0 , ~ith storage, producers lose P
s

abc unless support

rrice Ps is kept. As a result, for prodGcrrs as a group to plrticipate in

the program~ eith o ( the storage subsidie~ have to be made greater or a price-

support system has to be maintained. Suppose prices continue to be supported
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Figure 6. Price supports and farmer-held reserves

(inelasrLc demand).

\
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at Ps with Os 01 of storage. Clearly, producers are still worse off

with farmer-held reserves than with support price Ps and no reserves. Note

that, at Ps with storage by producers, the Treasury savings are PI cbd and PI

versus Ps with no storage. But to make storage attractive, the government

has to increase the level of support above P if L(Q Ql) is held fixed.s s
There now exists some price-support level above Ps where instability (and no

stocks) is not preferred to instability accompanied by supports and farmer

held reserves.

In the above, even though the support level has to be raised to induce

farmer-held reserves, there is a Treasury savings. ~or example) at a support

price p* producers are better off with storage than with no storage and P •s

In addition, the Treasury sav~s cbd Pi - efbc. Thus~ the government can

find a storage policy for farmers which can both improve their welfare and

reduce Treasury costs. To do this, however, when reserves are introduced, the

goverwnent has to increase the level of price supports even though it reduces

the amount of support payment.

Consider now an interesting comparison in Figure 7 where the demand is

price elastic. In the model, L is set at the point vJhere producers are

indifferent between a price support of Ps with no storage or storage and

complete stability at Po Suprose farm storage is subsidized by 01 QS(T).

In this case, when Os Q1 is released in period 2, total revenue increases
I

when prices drop from P2 to Pz" As a result, producer welfare is increased

anrl Tred;ury costs are red, !Jyabdc. In additiDn, Treasury costs could he

reduced even further before rtoducers would be indifferent between price

support~ and no storage or price supports and storag~. In both cases, in-

st~bil ity still exists. There are two important differences between this
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Figure 7. Price supports J~J farmer-held reserv~s

(elastic demand).
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case and the inelastic one presented earlier. First, the Treasury savings

from farmer-held reserves (keeping producer welfare unaffected), expressed as

a percentaqe of total support payments in the absence of reserves, ;s greater

when the demand is price elastic. Secondly, in the price elastic case, the

level of price supports does not have to be increased in order to improve

welfare through farmer-held reserves and price supports above what can be

achieved with price supports and no reserves.

Implications With Trade

Consider the" analysis in the above section in the context of the grmvth of

u. S. farm exports through time. The demand for U. S. farm products not only

has grown due to export demand, but, also, along with the total demand (the

aggregation of U. S. and foreign demand), has become more price elastic. Con-

sider Figure 8 where DO is the demand for U. S. products by both domestic

and foreign consumers. Prices could be stabilized at P with storage. Hith

price supports, producers can prefer price instability to stability by the

previous model. Comparing DO with D1, where 01 represents a different

point in time due to the growth in demand from exports, the results of a

farmer-held reserve take on added significance. As already demonstrated, the

Treasury savings from a farmer-h~ld reserve expressed in percentage terms is

greater with 01 than with DO. This is because, at P*, the demand is price

e 1astic ~'fhi 1e, at P, i tis price i ne1as tic.

SupP0se one argues that, with t~e growth in trade, variance of insta-

bility incr~Jses due to weather, n9erat es, etc. (S ': huh) . Inth i s cas p 3

01 (with a larger variance in pri(~~ than at 00 since n~~ the price band

* *would be ater than Pi' P2) yi~lds an even higher pJyoff from
\
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Figure 8. Growth in export dem3nd and price supports
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farmer-held reserves. As the variance of prices increases~ the Treasury

savings also increases by introducing both price support and reserves rather

than only price supports in order to maintain a certain level of producer

welfare.

Conclusions

In this paper we have tried to model agricultural price and income policy

through various stages of the development of U. S. agriculture. The emphasis

has been on the effects of government intervention -in a simple model of un

certainty. We attemoted to analyze the interaction effects of price supports

and/or deficiency pa}~ents, acreage controls~ stocks~ and export subsidies

recognizing that many other policy instruments exist in addition to these~

However, to include more instruments in our framework is beyond our capabili

ties. Among our major results are that producers clearly prefer price insta

bility when tarset prices are used to protect farmers against downside risk.

Also, because of the growing importance of international trade, grain stocks

increase since the profitability of holding stocks increases due to the nature

of aggregate demand. Also, in this case, Treasury costs can be reduced sub

stantially given a specified level at which farm prices are to be supported.

Through the use of storage, farm income can be maintained while at the same

time governments can reduce their outlays on subsidies.
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Footnotes

lInstability is measured by change in value between present year and

past year divided by the value which is greatest for the two years. An

average is then taken of all percentage changes over the periods considered.

This gives average degree of instability~ The measure gives a downward bias

to fluctuation and does not correct for trend.

1949-1955

1956-1969

1970-1979

Corn

~071

.059

~176

Wheat

.043

.078

.166

2We do not consider here storage by grain trading firms. Also, we

assume that all producers store in proportion to production. However, these

assumptions could easily be relaxed.
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